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Looking Back and 
Looking ahead

american friends of canadian land trusts
(american friends) is a us charity that partners
with canadian conservation organizations to preserve 
canada’s natural areas, scenic landscapes, sensitive 
watersheds, recreation resources, important habitat  
for fish, birds and wildlife, and the places that hold 
generations of family memories.
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By Sandra TaSSel

In 2007, STeve JoBS InTroduced the apple 
iPhone, betting there was a market for a phone 
with a touch screen. in 2017 we all know that 
apple’s invention addressed a need that few 
people outside of the company could imagine.

the same year, american friends launched its 
innovative cross-border conservation work. few 
people understood the need for a us charity to 
partner with canadian organizations to protect 
canada’s natural heritage. but for american  
families, like John ross’ (see next page) with  
canadian properties they want to protect, it was  
a major breakthrough.

both enterprises have been successful, although 
at different scales. both apple’s and american 
friends’ products have evolved over time. the 
2007 iPhone didn’t have GPs, or video, or apps. 
apple continually refined their gadget to make it 
more useful and popular. american friends has 
also experimented and changed over the past  
10 years (see page 6).

american friends and its canadian partner  
organizations changed the future of twenty  

www.afoclt.org
sandra tassel  |  Program coordinator  |  360-515-7171

702 Kentucky street, #663  |  bellingham, wa 98225

Looking Back and Looking ahead 

remarkable canadian conservation properties, 
located in five provinces. for the land trusts and 
landowners involved in preserving those high 
priority tracts, cross-border conservation was prob-
ably a more significant invention than the iPhone.

over the past ten years, american friends has 
proven that its partnership approach works. using 
a page from apple’s playbook, over the next ten 
years american friends will refine its tools in order 
to expand its conservation results. examples of our 
upgrades include:

n  collaborate with provincial alliances, like the
ontario land trust alliance, to bring new funding
and build land trusts’ cross-border knowledge
n  Partner with canadian government agencies,  
in places with significant us ownership
n   expand technical resources for american
property owners and canadian organizations
n  engage proactively in key geographies to 
increase the strategic outcomes of our work
n  outreach to lawyers and accountants in both
canada and the us who advise owners of strategic
properties
n  lead collaborative Gis mapping and  
conservation planning efforts to focus our work  
on priority lands 

although we are thinking big, american friends  
will continue to be small, partnership-based, and 
effective — offering supporters extraordinary 
leverage for their conservation investments.

Sandra Tassel is American Friends’ Program Coordinator. 

She was on the Board of Directors from 2007–2012.
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binds the family 
as it grows. the 
newest generation 
of our family is the 
seventh in leeds 
county and the 
fourth generation 
to inhabit the farm.

our conservation 
odyssey required 
us to invest an 
untold number of hours and dollars to create a 
strategy that achieved my parents’ objectives. 
numerous experts opined that the barriers created 
by canadian and us tax laws made it impossible to 
affordably accomplish don and rhoda’s dual goals of 
conservation and transfer to an entity that would hold 
the property for our family. but we did it!

american friends of canadian land trusts (amer-
ican friends) did not exist when we were struggling 
to develop a workable plan. our family’s odyssey 
explains why the organization’s work is so critical. 
american friends has become the ‘go-to’ solution to 
protect publicly-important, ecologically-significant 
canadian properties, owned by us taxpayers. our 
24-year journey can now be completed in less than 
one year, for a small fraction of the effort and treasure 
our family invested. 

this year the board of american friends — together 
with our more than four dozen individual land and 
conservation easement donors; our supporters in the 
us and canada; and everyone whose favorite memo-
ries were formed in one of the landscapes where 
american friends has permanently protected key 
properties — is celebrating the organization’s 10th 
birthday. this is a milestone in american friends’ 
journey toward maximizing conservation success. i 
invite you to discover your own path to join us on this 
rewarding journey.

John Ross is the President of American Friends’ board of 

directors. He and his family split their time between their 

home in Massachusetts and Charleston Lake, Ontario.
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By John roSS

My faTher’S anceSTorS migrated to charleston 
lake, leeds county, ontario in 1831. in 1990, when 
my father, donald ross turned 70, he and my mother, 
rhoda, decided to conserve their land on the isthmus 
between charleston and red horse lakes, to protect 
the miles of lakeshore and rough ambiance of a 
leeds county farm.

over the course of 30 years, my parents purchased 
a collection of subsistence farms as the owners gave 
up on agriculture, ultimately assembling 1,000 acres. 
they never dreamed it would take 24 more years to 
protect the natural heritage of “the farm”, and ensure 
that future generations of our family would be able to 
enjoy it. 

One Family’s Conservation Odyssey
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the property magnifies the raw beauty of charleston 
lake Provincial Park, which draws visitors with its 
clear waters, breathtaking cliffs, star-filled night 
skies and secluded water-access campsites. devel-
opment would have marred that experience, and 
threatened the Park’s fish and wildlife, and likely 
destroyed a prehistoric, well-traveled portage 
between the two lakes.

some of my favorite memories center on the adven-
tures my siblings and i shared at the farm. in summer, 
we learned to renovate old buildings; had adventures 
in the forests; swam, sailed and canoed the lakes. in 
winter, we donned snowshoes, skis and skates, under 
sun or moon, exploring the frozen landscape. our 
children had similar opportunities to explore and 
create their own relationships with nature, the land 
and their many cousins. the property is the glue that 

don and rhoda ross

the nature of charleston laKe attracts Paddlers
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 superior Conservation honors  Past, Present and Future
By JoanIe McGuffIn

The larGeST freShwaTer lake In The world is full 
of special places but perhaps none more dear to our 
hearts than the lovely Gargantua island archipelago 
off the coast of lake superior Provincial Park, ontario.  
in the summer of 1983, my husband Gary and i 
were paddling a canoe across canada when we first 
traversed cape Gargantua with its brooding head-
land and volcanic rock islands. in our book, Superior 
Journeys on an Inland Sea, we describe Gargantua 
as a place you can never, ever forget. we found the 
hidden grottos, sculpted pockmarked shoals and 
cliffs overhung with ancient cedars that enticed us 
back time and again. our daughter, sila, grew up 
exploring these islands; a place spiritually important 
to the local ojibwe people.

the story that follows is a tribute to the archipelago 
and the people whose perseverance protected it 
forever. in particular, we honor Kenneth Gilpin,
one of the three brothers who donated the
archipelago to american friends, and ruth o’Gawa, 
the local, indomitable champion of lake superior.
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in 2004, we created the lake superior watershed
conservancy (lswc) to protect the lake through
basin-wide communication, scientific study, educa-
tion, recreation and conservation. lake superior
Provincial Park contacted lswc for help when parks
staff discovered that the Gargantua islands were not
part of the park as everyone had thought, but rather, 
were owned by the Gilpin family, from the u.s.

the brothers needed to dispose of the islands to
settle their father’s estate, but wanted to maintain 
the archipelago’s unforgettable nature. “our family 
always had a sense of responsibility to public 
service,” says John Gilpin. “the three of us had a 
strong feeling about protecting the land.” 

despite the superb ecological, scenic and  
recreational values of the islands, the ontario 
government declined to purchase the property. 
lswc’s President, ruth o’Gawa, searched for a way 
to preserve the islands, and found american friends 
of canadian land trusts. we teamed up with the 
Gilpins to structure a donation of islands that would 
be tax deductible in the u.s. and making it possible 

exPlorinG the ruGGed shores of one of the GarGantua islands, Protected by the GilPin faMily, laKe suPerior 
watershed conservancy and aMerican friends
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 superior Conservation honors  Past, Present and Future
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for the brothers, in John’s words, “...to do the right 
thing for the community.”

Kenneth made it his mission to complete the gift to
american friends, while ruth o’Gawa focused on 
the canadian elements of successful cross-border 
transaction. for two years, Kenneth, ruth and 
sandra tassel from american friends doggedly 
addressed each of the steps of a complex conser-
vation project. “Kenneth was a methodical task 
accomplisher,” recalls John. “he kept his eye on 
the end result we all wanted.” sandra remembers 
that Kenneth delighted in comparing the work to 
that of sisyphus, of Greek mythology, who pushes 
his boulder uphill only to have it roll back down 
again. however, unlike sisyphus, this team reached 
their goal.

Kenneth passed away, at much too young an age, 
in 2016. his determination, and the generosity 
of the Gilpin family, created a lasting legacy that 
is a tribute to what John refers to as Kenneth’s  
“crusader” nature. last year, ruth’s family obli-
gations required a move from her beloved 
Michigan, Great lakes home to the desert of new 
Mexico. however, the conservation triumph of the 

Gargantua islands will be her hallmark and source of 
satisfaction. ruth still dedicates much of her time and 
prodigious energy to protecting lake superior.

this year, as part 
of celebrating the 
country’s 150th 
birthday, canada 
will complete a 
15,000-mile trail 
from the atlantic 
to the Pacific to the 
arctic oceans.  
Part of the route, 
known as the lake 
superior water trail, 
weaves through the 
Gargantua islands
Preserve. lswc is coordinating the creation of the
water trail, making this conservation success 
permanently part of the experience of visiting the 
largest freshwater lake in the world.

Joanie and Gary McGuffin are Canadian explorers,  

conservation photographers, writers, motivational speakers, 

documentarians and conservationists.
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the islands in the archiPelaGo adJoin laKe suPerior Provincial ParK, and ranGe in size froM one to fifty four acres
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From Obstacle to Opportunity:  the 
founding a new us charity, 
and many more years of 
work. that charity is  
american friends of  
canadian land trusts 
(american friends), created 
by our coalition of cana-
dian and us conservation leaders in 2007 to protect 
canada’s ecological heritage and support canadian 

land trusts through cross-
border conservation.

the last step in the quest 
was american friends’ 
designation as a cana-
dian Prescribed donee,  
effectively eliminating 

cdn capital gains taxes on gifts of land and  
conservation easements  
formerly a major  
barrier to donations.

canada’s finance Minister,  
the late Jim flaherty, 
championed our efforts. at the 2010 ceremony to 

us internal revenue 
service recognizes af 
as a 501(c)(3) charity 

so gifts are deductible 
in us

2007

af designated as 
a cdn Prescribed 
donee so gifts are 
not subject to cdn 

capital gains

2010

complete first three 
transactions. one 

each in nova scotia, 
Manitoba, and 

ontario

2011

af hires contractor to 
manage transactions and 

serve land  
trust partners

2012

first projects in
british columbia (bc)  

and new brunswick

2013

first ontario  
conservation easement  

gifts completed

2014
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nova ScoTIa’S 
coaST is its 
ecological soul, 
economic heart-
beat and cultural 
trademark. 
so protecting 
the province’s 
shoreline is a priority for the nova scotia nature 

trust (nsnt). approximately 
25% of the coast is owned 
by non-canadians, most of 
whom are american. in fact, 
many of nova scotia’s most 
significant natural areas 
are owned by us taxpayers. 
clearly, nsnt has to be able 

to conserve american-owned properties in order 
to achieve its mandate of protecting nova scotia’s 
natural legacy. 

happily, nsnt found 
that owners from 
the us are keen to 
protect their land in 
canada. but tax and 
legal obstacles stood 
in the way. 

financial incentives to encourage canadian 
owners to conserve their land were of no help. in 
fact, americans faced major disincentives: no us 
income tax benefit; large cdn capital gains taxes; 
and potential gift and estate taxes—on gifts of land! 
in 1999, we began our quest 
for a cross-border solution 
that would make it possible 
to protect american-owned 
lands. the quest took us into 
the unfamiliar realm where 
us and canadian tax, estate, 
property and conservation 
laws intersect. land trusts from all across canada 
that needed a cross-border solution joined us. 
by 2005 we realized the cross-border path led to 
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cross-border conservation Made it Possible for 
nsnt to conserve this ProPerty.
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Cross-Border Conservation Journey

announce american friends’ 
designation, Minister flaherty 
said, “our government recog-
nizes the valuable contribution 
that land trusts make to conser-
vation in 
canada. 
american 

friends of canadian land 
trusts is providing a critical 
service that will benefit 
conservation in canada and 
ultimately all canadians 
through its contribution to protecting canada’s 
natural heritage.” finally, the obstacles to protecting 
lands owned by us taxpayers were removed.

fittingly, nsnt facilitated 
the first cross-border 
conservation easement 
donation to american 
friends; protecting an 
entire lake in southwest 
nova scotia. three more 
collaborative projects 

preserved nearly 600 acres 
of coastal wilderness on 
cape breton island. sweet 
success! 

since then, american 
friends and nine other 
canadian conservation 

organizations, in five provinces, have partnered to 
permanently protect nearly 3,000 acres of  
irreplaceable land. 

american friends opened a 
new and exciting frontier in 
canadian land conservation, 
unlocking unprecedented 
opportunities to protect 
canada’s unique and treasured 
natural legacy. the nova scotia nature trust looks 
forward to the next 10 years of partnership and 
growing conservation success. 

Bonnie Sutherland 

Executive Director, Nova Scotia Nature Trust 

Founder, American Friends

ontario land trust alliance 
(olta) and af launch  

collaboration to increase  
cross-border  

donations 

2016

initiate first cross-
border “bargain 
sale” transaction

2016
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appraised value of 
land and easement 

gifts exceeds us 
$10 M

2015

2015
 first land 
 transfers to 

cdn partners, 
repatriating land to 

cdn ownership

total of nearly 

3,000 acres 
permanently 

preserved

2017

sPectacular, wild caPe breton coastline Preserved with a conservation easeMent donated by the 
aMerican landowner
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saving a salish sea treasure

In BrITISh coluMBa’S SouThern Gulf ISlandS 
there are only seven undeveloped parcels larger 
than 50 acres that are graced by more than a mile 
of marine shoreline. st. John Point, on Mayne island, 
is one of them. so when given an opportunity to 
acquire the 64-acre property for cad $3.6 M, amer-
ican friends and the Mayne island conservancy 
society (Mics) decided we had to find a way. 

the local community has demonstrated it has the 
will — pledging cad $2 M toward the purchase. the 
capital regional district (crd) is partnering with 
american friends and Mics to achieve our  
collective goal of a publicly-accessible natural 
preserve at st. John Point. if it can raise sufficient 
funds, the partnership will protect the rare, fragile 
plant life of this stunning peninsula, while offering 
unique trails and gravel beaches for a spectrum of 
non-motorized uses in a regional park. 

the “salish sea” is the ecological system of  
coastal waterways uniting southwestern bc and 
northwestern washington state. approximately 8 
million people live in the watershed. if even a tiny 
fraction of them support saving st. John Point, we will 
succeed. contact Mics or american friends to help.

Michael dunn, ed@conservancyonmayne.com,
250-539-5168 / sandra tassel, info@afoclt.org,
360-515-7171

Introducing Our newest Partner 
Organization

ParkS In canada (and the us) need friends,  
especially these days when funding for land 
protection and management is so limited. so 
american friends is delighted to welcome 
bc Marine Parks forever society as its newest 
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bc Marine ParKs are a boaters’ Paradise, that need 
suPPort froM the Public
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conservation partner. the society is a charity 
formed in 1990 to help the Province of british 
columbia create new marine parks and enhance 
existing parks. bc’s marine parks are an incredible 
resource for people from around the world who 
enjoy beachcombing, fishing, hiking, sea kayaking 
and boats of all sizes.

since its founding, the society and the council of 
bc yacht clubs have contributed over cad $1.2M 
to acquire eleven properties. in addition, the 
society improves and protects these recreational 
jewels and their sensitive coastal environments. 

George creek, president of the society’s board 
of directors, says “the society has identified a 
number of properties owned by us taxpayers that 
would be ideal additions to existing marine parks. 
the partnership with american friends will help 
us work productively with the landowners. we 
also look forward to increased levels of financial 
support from us boaters who can make tax deduct-
ible gifts to american friends. boaters from both 
countries will benefit from the society’s work to 
improve and enhance the bc Marine Park system.”

www.marineparksforever.ca
st John Point, Mayne island, british coluMbia — 
a true landscaPe GeM
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american Friends Financial Report – FIsCaL YeaR 2016/17

Revenue  $313,111 exPenses  $307,855

Fee FOR 
seRvICes

$68,062

IndIvIduaLs
$101,881

gRants — 
PROgRam  
suPPORt

$53,726

PROBOnO and 
In-kInd
$79,443

PROgRam
$185,650

gRants tO  
CanadIan  
PaRtneRs

$73,842

FundRaIsIng
$5,681

admInIstRatIOn
$27,022

revenue summary

individuals   $ 101,881 
foundation  10,000 
Probono and in-kind*  79,443 
fee for services  68,062 
Grants – Program support  53,726  _________
Total  $ 313,111

expenses summary

Grants to canadian Partners $  73,842 
Program   185,650 
administration  27,022 
communications  15,660 
fundraising  5,681  _________
Total   $307,855 

*american friends is especially grateful for the probono services of:

 Konrad liegel, Konrad J. liegel Pllc, seattle wa
david smith, barriston llP, barrie ontario

ray Kinoshita, david Power and lynne zulian, Grant thorton llP, canada
rebecca Goodwin, Goodwin consulting, toronto ontario 

Time period number of 
donaTions

number of 
individuals

number of 
acres

appraised value of gifTs

2016 3 5 78.1 $  1,624,600

2015 2 9 6.3 $     695,000

2014 4 5 362.2 $  2,572,848

2013 5 10 489 $  2,556,000 

2012 5 14 441.4 $  2,877,047

2011 3 9 1512 $  1,180,000

Total to date 22 52 2899 $11,505,495

Land and Conservation easement donations

FOundatIOn
$10,000

COmmunICatIOns
$15,660
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Prohibition to Preservation: Creating a  
‘north Woods’ Legacy
By Sandra TaSSel

every SuMMer, three generations of the lysne 
family travel from Minneapolis to rainy lake, 
ontario to gather at copenhagen island, as two 
generations of their family did before them.  the 
tradition started in 1911 when dr. henry a. lysne 
bought copenhagen island. it is located just north 
of the border between canada and Minnesota, in 
an area beloved by citizens of both countries for 
its wilderness feel, pristine water and pine forests. 
in 2016, Kurt henry lysne, the family’s current 

patriarch and great-
nephew of dr. lysne, 
permanently preserved 
copenhagen island by 
donating a conservation 
easement to american 
friends in a transac-
tion facilitated by the 
rainy lake conservancy 
(rlc). 

the natural character of rainy lake is partly 
protected on the us side by voyageurs national 
Park. on the canadian side, nearby sand Point 
Provincial Park and adjacent Goose island 

natural reserve are set 
aside for conservation. 
copenhagen island is 
surrounded by islands 
within the rainy lake 
islands conservation 
reserve, established by 
the Province of ontario. 
the area is also a  
protection priority for the 
nature conservancy of 
canada.  

the 50-acre island 
features increasingly rare red pines, rocky 
outcrops, and small wetlands that shelter several 
endangered plant species. the lysnes share the 
island, its shores and surrounding waters with 
bear, beaver, pelicans, loons, renowned numbers 
of walleye, and the lysnes’ many human guests. 
this tradition also started with dr. lysne who, 
together with friends from Minneapolis, traveled 
by train and boat to rainy lake for annual fishing 
excursions and an escape from the constraints 
of Prohibition in the us. several of those friends 
bought neighboring islands, one of which was also 
recently protected by american friends and rlc.
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(l) soMe of MinneaPolis’ Most ProMinent citizens  
(all Male) traveled to coPenhaGen island at the invitation of dr. henry a. lysne (r).
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copenhagen island has been part of Kurt’s life 
since he was an infant. Great-uncle henry and 
his wife Merceline, a “real character” according 
to Kurt, are part of his favorite memories. Kurt 
and his wife, Mary met on rainy lake. their son 
Kristofer met his wife there a generation later. 

the lysnes know how easily the peace and beauty 
of a place can be destroyed. Kurt cites a 75-acre 
island that is now covered by 100 houses. “it’s 
busy, noisy, and polluted. there’s no open land  
for humans or wildlife. it’s not the ‘north woods’ 
experience at all,” Kurt explains. he feels some-
thing very precious was lost. 

for over a decade, Kurt 
and Mary sought a 
legally and financially 
realistic way to protect 
copenhagen island 
for their two sons and 
grandchildren; and 
everyone who loves 
this beautiful lake. 
american friends’ 

special tax status in both the us and canada made 
it possible for them to achieve their goals.  

donating the conservation easement provided 
the lysnes with the emotional benefit of knowing 
copenhagen island will never be subdivided or 
developed beyond the area of the current build-
ings. in addition, eliminating future development 
will greatly reduce the substantial canadian 

donating the conservation 
easement provided the 
lysnes with the emotional 
benefit of knowing  
copenhagen island  
will never be subdivided 
or developed beyond  
the area of the current 
buildings. 

capital gains 
tax, which will 
be due when 
Kurt and Mary 
transfer the 
property to their 
heirs. that will 
make it easier to 
keep the island 
in the family.

the lysnes’ gift 
to american friends is tax deductible in the us. this 
tax benefit will be an important source of funds to 
finance future maintenance of the structures, some 
of which date to the late 1800s.  these incentives 

are american friends’ 
unique tool kit which 
make its conservation 
success possible. 

the lysnes’ gift ensures 
that copenhagen island 
will be a refuge for 
nature in rainy lake, and 
the people who enjoy 
it. it is a gift to everyone 
who appreciates this 
place with its common 

wealth of protected lands. this is the power of 
american friends’ work and partnerships.
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fishinG and boatinG are Part of the rainy laKe  
tradition, but catch liMits and styles have chanGed.
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give today in honor  
of your favorite Canadian 
landscape

please send your contribution to:  
american friends of canadian land trusts 
702 Kentucky street, #663
bellingham wa 98225

donate online using ayour credit card at 
www.afoclt.org

for more information or to donate stocks, 
bonds, other securities or real estate please 
contact:

sandra tassel, Program coordinator
360-515-7171  n  info@afoclt.org

algonquins to adirondacks 
 collaborative
landsdowne, ontario 

bc Marine Parks forever society
british columbia 

bruce trail conservancy
hamilton, ontario

conservation Manitou
westmount, Quebec 

ducks unlimited canada
oak hammock Marsh, Manitoba

escarpment biosphere  
 conservancy
toronto, ontario

Gabriola land and trails trust
british columbia

Georgian bay land trust 
toronto, ontario

lake of bays heritage foundation
baysville, ontario

lake superior watershed   
 conservancy
sault ste. Marie, ontario

american Friends of Canadian Land trusts’ grantees
Magnetawan watershed  
 land trust
huntsville, ontario

Mayne island conservancy  
 society
british columbia

Muskoka conservancy
bracebridge, ontario

niagara land trust
Grimsby, ontario

nature trust of new brunswick
fredericton, new brunswick

nova scotia nature trust
halifax, nova scotia

ontario land trust alliance, 
toronto, ontario 

rainy lake conservancy
fort frances, ontario

rideau waterway land trust
smiths falls, ontario

salt spring island conservancy
british columbia

thousand islands watershed  
 land trust
lansdowne, ontario c
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Board of directors*

John s. ross | President 
 natick Ma, usa

John w. Peirce | vice President 
 Gabriola island bc, canada

christopher baines | secretary 
 collingwood on, canada

hally swift | co-treasurer 
 seattle wa, usa

allyn abbott | director | Gravenhurst on, canada
John finley | director | toronto on, canada
Gary Goodwin | director | winnipeg Mb, canada
Mike hart | director | boston Ma, usa
sandy Mccoy | director | berkeley ca, usa
Jane Prohaska | director | Minneapolis Mn, usa
dave secord | director | salt spring island bc, 
 canada
henry tepper | director | lincoln Ma, usa

conSulTanTS

rebecca Goodwin | toronto on, canada

Konrad liegel | Konrad J. liegel Pc
 seattle wa, usa

sandra tassel | look at the land, inc.
 bellingham wa, usa 

any orGanIzaTIon would Be lucky to have 
access to allyn abbott’s talents and experi-
ence so american friends’ directors were 
honored that she chose to be part of our 
work. allyn’s unusual background as a  
biologist with environment canada followed by a career as a lawyer 
is a good match for american friends’ work to protect canada’s 
ecologically significant landscapes. 

allyn lives in Gravenhurst, Muskoka, ontario where she has served 
on the board of the Muskoka conservancy, one of american friends’ 
partner land trusts, including six years as the president. according  
to allyn, the scenic Muskoka lakes region has been a popular desti-
nation for americans ever since the canadian government began 
selling land there in 1868.  Many of the usa’s most prominent  
industrialists from Pittsburgh and cleveland acquired lake properties 
during of the late 1800’s and early 1900’s. Protecting the most  
environmentally sensitive of these tracts, which are now owned by  
the fourth or fifth generations of the same families, is a goal shared  
by the Muskoka conservancy and american friends. 

“i joined the american friends to get involved with their important 
work of helping americans to permanently protect wild spaces 
in canada. because some of the properties have been owned for 
generations, the families have a deep love of their land and are  
eager to ensure that their properties are preserved forever.” 

allyn abbott 
an Outstanding addition to  
american Friends’ Board
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